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Estimates of Long-Term Cost of Job Loss For Germany  

Analyze Effects in Germany and Contrast with Results in U.S. 
• Use 30 years of Administrative worker-firm data to estimate cost of 

job loss for Germany 
• Compare to similar estimates for United States from companion 

paper (von Wachter, Song, Mancheseter ’09) 
• Use features of German data to address additional questions, in 

particular wages vs. earnings vs. time worked 

Two Hypotheses: Workers in Germany Fare Better or Worse? 
 Different labor markets: Less mobility & wage dispersion 
 Different institutions: Longer UI, More Job Market Programs 
 Programs help workers? Or not (Sargent&Ljungqvist ‘98)? 



Current Literature: Job Loss, Mass Layoffs, and Earnings 

United States:  Earnings Losses 15-25% 5 Years After Job Loss 

 [Jacobson, Lalonde, Sullivan 93, Schoeni & Dardia 03, von Wachter, Hildreth, 
Handwerker 08, Couch and Placzek 09, von Wachter, Song, Manchester 09]  

Germany:  Mixed Evidence on Earnings Losses (6.5, 2-3 or 1-19%) 

 [Couch 01, Burda and Mertens 01, Bender, Dustmann, Margolis, Meghir 02]  

No Comparable Estimates Available of Impact of Job Loss: 

1)  limited follow-up periods (up to 6 years) 
2)  no comparable definition of job loss 
3)  estimates based on different periods 
4)  lack of administrative data in Germany, GSOEP instead 
 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Job losses due to layoffs or plant closings are an integral part of the U.S. labor market. Every year, 10-20% of workers (at least) are affected by a job displacement. However, long-standing concern among policy makers and labor economists about the long-term consequences of job loss for affected workers. Increasing evidence that for some groups of workers the effects of a job loss are very large and long-lasting. This has been a continuing concern to policy makers, since the stability of jobs for mature and stable workers has been declining through the 1990s.However, existing estimates are in some sense quite partial: either from single states, or from limited and specific time periods, or from estimates and samples that are not really comparable. Overall, no comprehensive and comparable estimates of the cost of job separation, its evolution over time, and the differences across different groups of workers.



Two Comparable Data Sources in Germany and the U.S.: 

Administrative Data: 30 Years Earnings & Firm Information 

   1) Longitudinal earnings records for large sample of workers 

   2) Firm-level employment size by aggregation from 100% 

Key Advantages Over Existing Data in Germany and the U.S. 

– Large national panel covering almost 30 years: 1975 – 2005 
– Information on careers and firms (establishments), program receipt 
– Mass-Layoffs (MLF) identified using worker flow data to distinguish 

MLF and outsourcing/restructuring events. 

Approach 

  1) Replicate JLS (1993)’s Analysis of Mass-Layoffs: Compare 

  2) Analyze Time Worked and Daily Wages for Germany 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is were we come in -- we will use an exceptional administrative data source to analyze the effect of job losses on earnings and propensity to apply to SSDI or to retire early.We combine data from several sources; the data we use has longitudinal earnings records for 10% sample of workers in the work force covered by SSA; it has information on the identity of each employer; and it has information on SSDI and OASiThe data we use is like a rolls-Royce among bicycles in the literature dealing with job loss – let me emphasize why: A-C; this is of course unheard of in the study of either job loss, SSDI, or early retirement. Before I tell you what we will do with it, let me point out that we of course do not have all we would want; have only annual earnings records; have no information on the actual cause of job loss; have no information on UI receipt, or the key other possible way workers can smooth their income – spousal earnings.s



Identify Mass-Layoffs at Firm Level 

Job Displacement:  Separate from employer during a mass-layoff event  
Mass-Layoffs:   Lasting 30% Employment Drop Over Two Years. 

     Jacobson, Lalonde, and Sullivan (1993) 

     Hildreth, Von Wachter, Handwerker (2008) 

Distinguish Mass-Layoffs from Restructuring: 

– Use data on all worker flows between establishment identifiers in 
Germany.  

– Define MLF as employment drops where workers are dispersed over 
many Employers. 

Main Sample:  Male workers age 25 - 52. 
    At least 5 Years of tenure at time of job loss 
    Establishment size > 50 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is were we come in -- we will use an exceptional administrative data source to analyze the effect of job losses on earnings and propensity to apply to SSDI or to retire early.We combine data from several sources; the data we use has longitudinal earnings records for 10% sample of workers in the work force covered by SSA; it has information on the identity of each employer; and it has information on SSDI and OASiThe data we use is like a rolls-Royce among bicycles in the literature dealing with job loss – let me emphasize why: A-C; this is of course unheard of in the study of either job loss, SSDI, or early retirement. Before I tell you what we will do with it, let me point out that we of course do not have all we would want; have only annual earnings records; have no information on the actual cause of job loss; have no information on UI receipt, or the key other possible way workers can smooth their income – spousal earnings.s



Distributed Lag Model  Jacobson, Lalonde, and Sullivan (1993) 

     
k = years since job loss (to job loss) 
Events Leave Employer in 1981-1985 

  while Employer has MLF 
Control Group Any Worker Not Separating 1981-85 
  (Identify Year Effects) [‘Stayers’] 
Key Assumption Trend in Earnings of Control Group  
  (‘Stayers’) is Valid Counterfactual  

Dynamic Pattern of Annual Earnings Losses 
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Distributed Lag Model  Jacobson, Lalonde, and Sullivan (1993) 

     
 
k = years since job loss (to job loss) 
 
 

Dynamic Pattern of Annual Earnings Losses 
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:tγ time trend (= unrestricted year effect),  
identified by stayers (control group) 

:kδ difference in wages before/after relative to time trend and  
control group 

fixed effects and year effects = pre-period du- Identification of worker dummies 



Long-Term Effect of  Displacement on Annual 
Earnings in Germany 



Long-Term Effect of Displacement on Annual Earnings in 
United States 



Long-Term Effect of  Displacement on Daily Wages 
in Germany 



Long-Term Effect of  Displacement on Days Worked in 
Germany [Job Loss 1982] 



Long-Term Effect of Displacement on Days 
Receiving UI in Germany 



Differential Effect on Annual Earnings and Annual 
Income in Germany [Job Loss 1982] 



Earnings Losses of Displaced relative to Non-Displaced 
Workers in Different Displacement Years 



Discussion and Conclusion 
Similar Long-Term Costs of Job Loss in Germany and U.S.: 
  Earnings losses from displacement last up to 20 years 
  Similar size and duration of earnings losses  
  Consistent with other studies contrasting labor markets 

Earnings Losses Driven Mainly by Wages 
  Confirm only indirect information from the U.S. 
  Employment effect in Germany larger, but mainly responsible for 

short-term drop and recovery. 

More Generous UI Differences Only Limited Effect 
  Neither helpful shelter nor compensation 

Earnings Losses are Countercyclical 
   Nearly twice as big during recessions 
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